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ABSTRACT 

Microwave brightness temperature data from the Nimbus 5 satellite 

have been analyzed, using threshold brightness temperatures, to yield 

tropical oceanic precipitation frequencies for several classes of rain

fall rates during the season December 1972 through February 1973. Data 

taken near local noon and near local midnight were analyzed. The overall 

results are consistent with both climatological precipitation frequency 

and with concurrent satellite-derived frequency of highly reflective 

clouds. The difference between the local noon and local midnight fre

quencies is small, but the heavier rainfall rates tend to occur more 

frequently near local noon. The ratios of the frequencies of light, 

moderate, and heavy rain were observed to be relatively constant over 

the tropical oceans. Passive microwave measurements from space seem 

to be an important step toward accurate measurement of oceanic precipi

tation. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of oceanic precipitation is of fundamental importance 

to meteorology. Approximately 80% of the earth's precipitation falls 

in the ocean (Sellers, 1965) where fewer than ten percent of the world's 

weather stations exist. Yet the latent heat released over the ocean 

plays a major role in the maintenance of the general circulation and 

effects almost everything known as "weather". 

Many ingenious attempts have been made to determine oceanic pre-

cipitation amounts, but all are indirect methods which are only remotely 

connected with areal precipitation. Many of these efforts rely on ex

trapolations of island and coastal data (c. f. Jacobs, 1968) which con

stitute an extremely small sample over the approximately 3.5 x 108 km2 

of ocean. Ships' logs have been used to compile climatological means of 

such meteorological parameters as wind, cloudiness, precipitation 

frequency (McDonald, 1938), and even precipitation amounts from quali

tative weather (WW) codes (Tucker, 1961). Shipping lanes are such, 

however, that many data are taken at certain times and places while 

few are taken elsewhere. More recently satellite data, which is free 

of many kinds of sampling bias, have been used to estimate precipita-

tion. Until the launch of Cosmos 243 in 1968 and Nimbus 5 in 1972, 

however, all of the data were from the visible or infrared portions of 

the electromagnetic spectrum in which precipitation cannot be observed 

directly due to the opacity of clouds.* 

*See Martin and Scherer (1973) and Dittberner and Vonder Haar (1973) 
for a review of precipitation estimation techniques using visible and 
infrared satellite data. 
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A solution to the problem of the determination of oceanic precip

itation seems to be passive microwave sensing from satellites. Rain

drops, being strong emitters and scatterers of microwave radiation, can 

be detected at satellite altitudes over the ocean even through clouds, 

which are practically transparent in the microwave region. In this 

paper, data from the Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) 

aboard Nimbus 5 are used to determine precipitation frequency over the 

ocean during one season. This is a first step toward measuring latent 

heat release over oceans, and the results may be directly used to test 

the operation of numerical models of the general circulation (c. f. 

Holloway and Manabe, 1971). 



2.0 THE TRANSFER OF MICROWAVE RADIATION 

2.1 Radiative Transfer Theory 

The equation of radiative transfer may be written (Chandrasekhar, 

1960) : 

(1) 

where NA(r,s) is the spectral radiance (power per unit wavelength per 

steradian per unit area perpendicular to s) at the point r in the dir

ection 5, BA(T) is the Planck function, as and aa are the volume scat

tering and absorption coefficients, respectively, P(r,s,s') is the 

scattering phase function, and z is the distance along the ray path. 

Qualitatively, equation (1) gives the rate of change of the radiance 

along the path at point r in terms of 1) the radiance absorbed and 

scattered out of the beam by the medium, 2) the radiance added to the 

beam by thermal emission of the medium, and 3) radiance scattered in-

to the beam from other directions. In the microwave region (A>l mm), 

NA is proportional to equivalent blackbody (or brightness) temperature, 

TB, and the Planck function ;s proportional to local temperature by 

the Rayleigh-Jeans Law. Therefore, equation (1) becomes 

dT S (r,s) 
= -(as+aa)TS(r,s) + aaT(r) + a Sc (2) dz s 

where 

S :: c r o P(r,s,s')TS(r,s')dQs' (3) 
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The brightness temperature measured by a satellite-borne radio-

meter can be obtained by integrating the first order, linear differen-

tial equation (2) from the surface to the top of the atmosphere H 

The factor t is the fractional transmittance through a certain layer, 
-T 

t - a ,b 
b =e a, 

where the optical depth Ta,b is given by 

'a.b e r (as+aa) dZ 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The argument 8 indicates that the path of integration makes an angle 8 

with nadir, and the subscript 0 indicates a surface value. The appar

ent surface brightness temperature, TBO (8) consists of two terms: 

The radiation emitted by and reflected by the surface. 

(7) 

where E is the surface emittance, To is the surface temperature, and TBR 

is the reflected sky brightness temperature. The brightness tempera-

ture measured by a satellite, then, can be written 

H 

TB(e) = [o(e)To + TBRJ to.H(e) + fo tZ.H(O)(aaT + as Sc)dZ (B) 

Qualitatively, equation (8) gives the brightness temperature measured 

by the satellite as the sum of 1) that portion of the apparent surface 

brightness temperature which is transmitted through the atmosphere and 
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2) the brightness temperature which is emitted and scattered into the 

beam along the atmospheric path and then transmitted to the satellite. 

2.2 Transfer Through the Cloudy Atmosphere 

The three atmospheric constituents which significantly effect the 

transfer of microwave radiation are 1) oxygen (02), 2) water vapor, and 

3) liquid water (Westwater, 1972). Figure 1 shows the approximate 

atmospheric attenuation due to oxygen and water vapor near the earth's 

surface and at 4 km.* The peaks near 22, 183, and 323 GHz are water 

vapor rotation lines (Van Vleck, 1947), while the band near 60 GHz and 

the line at 118 GHz have been described as oxygen (02) "spin reorienta

tion" transitions (Herzberg, 1950). Calculations by Westwater (1972) 

indicate that the clear atmosphere is more than 60% transparent for 

frequencies less than 50 GHz (Figure 2). At the Nimbus 5 ESMR fre

quency of 19.35 GHz (1.55 cm) the clear atmosphere is more than 90% 

transparent even in the moist tropics. 

Deirmendjian (1963) has shown that atmospheric liquid water can 

be divided into two classes: cloud-size drops and precipitation-size 

drops. In clouds with modal drop radius less than 50 ~m (which in

cludes the vast majority of clouds (Fletcher, 1963)) the scattering of 

microwave radiation with frequencies less than 60 GHz may be neglected 

in comparison with absorption. Clouds, therefore, may be treated with 

a simple absorption coefficient, which is proportional to liquid water 

content (Westwater, 1972). Figure 3 shows the cloud volume absorption 

coefficient for a OOC cloud normalized to 19 m-~ A lower bound on 

* Attenuation (A) in db km- l is related to volume absorption 
coefficient (aa) in km-l by aa = (.1 loge 10) A ~ 0.2303A. 
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cloud transmittance (for nadir viewing) can be obtained as follows 

T = J H Ct dZ = J H ~ L dZ (9 ) 
c c L 

o 0 

where L is the density of the cloud droplets. For frequencies less than 

-1 2 50 GHz, the ratio Ctc/L is less than 5 g cm, and for 19.35 GHz, Ctc/L 

is less than 0.8 g- l cm2 for a water cloud.* Ignoring the small temper

ature dependence of Ctc/L, 

H 

TC '" aLC 10 LdZ' aLC Lj (10) 

where LI is the integrated liquid water content of the cloud. Wilheit 

(1972) estimates a typical value of LI for a non-raining cloud to be 

0.02 g cm-2. Table 1 summarizes the microwave optical properties of 

non-raining clouds. The total transmittance of the non-raining atmo

sphere is the product of the clear atmosphere transmittance and the 

cloud transmittance. At 50 GHz the transmittance is greater than 46%, 

and at 19.35 GHz it is greater than 85%. This large transmittance 

through clouds is the chief advantage of passive microwave radiometry. 

2.3 Surface Emission 

Because the atmosphere is so transparent to microwave radiation of 

frequencies less than 50 GHz, the surface term in equation (8) is often 

dominant; the satellite-measured microwave brightness temperature de-

pends strongly on surface emittance. 

* Ice clouds are much more transparent than water clouds; 
c,f. Figure 3. 
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TABLE 1 

Approximate Microwave Transmission 
Through Non-Raining Clouds 

Typical 
Cloud 

Integrated Liquid Water 0.02 g cm-2 

Optical Depth 
50 GHz 0.10 
19.35 GHz 0.02 

Transmittance 
50 GHz 90% 

19.35 GHz 98% 

IIThick ll 

Cloud 

0.05 g cm -2 

0.25 
0.04 

77% 

96% 
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The emittance of land is a function of soil type and moisture con

tent, but is generally near 0.9. The emittance of ice and snow is a 

function of its age, but is also near 0.9 (Wilheit, 1972). Contin

ental and polar regions, therefore, appear bright at frequencies less 

than 50 GHz. The calm ocean, however, has an emittance of less than 

0.5 at these frequencies (Wilheit, 1972 and 1975), which causes it to 

appear cool in comparison to land or sea ice. The 19.35 GHz calm 

ocean emittance is approximately 0.4. At wind speeds greater than 

7 m s-l foam begins to form on the ocean surface, and the emittance 

increases. For a 25 m s-l wind Nordberg et~. (1971) found a bright

ness temperature increase of approximately 22 K (at 19.35 GHz) which 

corresponds to an emittance increase on the order of 0.1 (25%). The 

effect of wind-induced brightness temperature increases on precipita

tion frequency estimates will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Calculations* show that the brightness temperature of a plane 

water surface varies only slightly with temperature (Figure 4) and thus 

may be regarded as a constant (approximately 120 K at 19.35 GHz). As 

a function of incident angle, the emittance of a plane water surface 

decreases for horizontally polarized radiation (Figure 5) but the de

crease is only about 10% for angles out to 350 from nadir. This de

crease in emittance is partially compensated by the increase of atmo

spheric emission caused by the increased path length. 

A further consequence of the low ocean emittance is that atmospher

ic constituents are seen in emission, i.e. increasing the amount of 

iNater vapor, oxygen, or the density of water droplets in an atmospheric 

* See Appendix 1. 
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column over the ocean generally increases its brightness temperature.* 

The physical explanation of this phenomenon is that the apparent cool

ness of the ocean in the microwave spectrum causes an overlying atmo

spheric parcel to be thermodynamically warmer than its radiative 

environment; thus it adds to the upwelling radiation stream in the 

normal process of absorption and reemission. 

The fact that atmospheric constituents are seen in emission at 

microwave frequencies over the ocean leads scientists to believe that 

passive radiometry might be used to detect these constituents (Shifrin 

et al., 1968; Staelin, 1969). Among the possibilities are rainfall 

frequency (the subject of this study), rainfall rate, cloud liquid 

water, integrated water vapor, and atmospheric temperature. 

2.4 Precipitation 

Water droplets which are large enough to have significant fall 

velocities are large enough to interact strongly with microwave rad

iation. Scattering, therefore, cannot be neglected in rain layers, and 

one must treat the transfer of microwave radiation through these layers 

with the full Mie equations (Diermendjian, 1963). Wilheit et ~.(1975) 

have used a Marshall-Palmer dropsize distribution and Mie scattering 

theory to calculate the 19.35 GHz brightness temperature as a function 

of rainfall rate and freezing level over the ocean. Their preliminary 

results (Figure 6) compare favorable with radar-measured and rain 

gauge-measured rainfall rates. 

* Except at very high rainfall rates. See Figure 6. 
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It should be noted that because the complex part of the index of 

'efraction of ice is much less than that of water, ice clouds are much 

'loorer absorbers of microwave radiation than are water clouds. Thus 

ce clouds may be neglected when calculating the transfer of microwave 

"adiation (Battan, 1973). Similarly dry snow does not interact well 

\lith microwave radiation. While a rain layer is rather opaque at 

I:entimeter wavelengths, a dry snow layer is virtually transparent 

Battan, 1973). Thus the freezing level may be used to indicate the 

":hickness of the rain layer, and the frozen precipitation above the 

. ayer may be ignored in the scattering calculations. 

The results of Wilheit et ~. form the basis of a thresholding 

":echnique used in this paper for the detection of oceanic precipitation 

cescribed in Section 3.4. 



3.0 DATA AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Description of the Radiometer 

The Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) carried 

aboard Nimbus 5 was launched 11 December 1972 into a sun-synchronous 

orbit and became operational 19 December 1972. The radiometer consists 

of three major components.* 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A nadir-pointing, phased array antenna (Figure 7) consisting 
of 103 wave guides in a 83.3 cm by 85.5 cm~rectangle which 
detects horizontally polarized radiation (E parallel to the 
spacecraft velocity vector.) 

A beam-steering computer which sweeps the received beam from 
500 left to 50 right of the spacecraft track in 78 steps ever{ 
four seconds by means of an electronic phase shifter in each 
wave guide. 

A microwave receiver operating with a center frequency of 
19.35 GHz and a bandwidth of 250 MHz. A 10 MHz band centered 
on 19.35 GHz is not received. 

The ground resolution is 25 km by 25 km at nadir, approximately 

42 km crosstrack by 30 km downtrack at 300 from nadir, and degrades to 

160 km crosstrack by 45 km downtrack at 500 from nadir (Figure 8). 

Thus an ESMR scan spot covers approximately 500 km2 at nadir and 1000 

km2 at 300 from nadir. 

The Nimbus 5 orbit (81 0 retrograde inclination, approximately 

1100 km altitude) is such that ESMR views every point on earth at 

least twice per day (if one uses all of the data from ±500 fl"om nadir). 

It crosses the equator at 1130** (ascending) and 2330*** (decending) 

* See Wilheit (1972) for a more complete description. 
** IINoonll 

*** "Midnightll 
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local time and has an orbital period of approximately 107 minutes. 

Additional ESMR characteristics are noted in Appendix 2. 

Figure 9 is a montage of photographically processed ESMR data 

from The Nimbus ~ Data Catalog, Vol. 1 in which brightness temperatures 

greater than 250 K appear black, those less than 190 K appear white, 

and those in between are represented with a linear gray scale. The 

darkest regions over the ocean are areas of intense rain, while the 

gray areas represent lighter rainfall rates (See Figure 6). Cloudy 

but non-raining areas have brighness temperatures less than 190 K and 

thus cannot be seen in this picture. 

3.2 The Data Set 

The Nimbus 5 ESMR data used in this study were recorded during the 

period 22 December 1972 through 26 February 1973. Approximately one 

half of the available data were randomly selected for study to reduce 

the bulk processing. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the selected 

data in number of orbits per day -- 13 1/3 being the maximum daily 

number. The data are recorded on Calibrated Brightness Temperature 

(CBT) Tapes* which contain the position (latitude, longitude) of each 

scan spot, time, subsatellite point, and various calibration data in 

addition to the brightness temperatures. 

* These tapes are available from The National Space Science Data 
Center, Greenbelt, MD, and are described in detail in The Nimbus 5 User's 
Guide and The Nimbus 5 Data Catalog. 
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3.3 Angular Corrections 

To eliminate a cross-polarization lobe problem with the ESMR 

antenna, the brightness temperatures on the C8T Tapes have been cor

rected by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) with 

a linear empirical correction first described in Volume 2 of The Nimbus 

i Data Catalog. NASA's correction was applied to all of the data re

gardless of surface type or local time while the C8T Tapes were being 

made. No correction was found necessary near nadir. 

In the course of this study it was determined that the correction 

applied by NASA does not fully eliminate the problem of brightness 

temperature variation with scan angle over the ocean. We also found 

that there is a small offset between midnight and noon data. To ex

amine and hopefully resolve these problems, the Pacific Ocean data were 

partitioned into 100 latitude-longitude squares and the mean bright

ness temperature for the three months was calculated as a function of 

the scan angle for each square. Then the difference between the mean 

brightness temperature at scan angle 8 and the mean brightness tempera

ture at nadir (actually the two beam positions at ± 0.60 from nadir) was 

averaged over all 104 100 latitude-longitude squares and plotted 

versus 8. The results for the local noon data are shown in Figure lla. 

When the local midnight data were analyzed, they were found to be cooler 

than the local noon data. In 15 squares which receive little rain, the 

average difference between the noon and midnight brightness tempera

tures was found to be 5.8 K ± 0.9 K. Figure llb shows the mean mid

night T8 versus 8 data, but the curve has been shifted down 5.8 K to 

correct for the apparent day-night temperature difference which is not 

physically reasonable. The two curves in Figure 11 constitute 
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correction curves which will make the three-month mean brightness 

temperatures independent of scan angle and local time. Table 2 lists 

the exact correction temperatures used.* These temperatures were sub

tracted from the temperatures in the CBT Tapes before application of 

the thresholding technique described below. 

3.4 The Use of a Threshold Brightness Temperature to Detect 
Oceanic Precipitation 

Radiative transfer theory predicts that at 1.55 cm a rain layer 

should appear bright against the cold background of the ocean. The 

photographi cally processed Nimbus 5 ESMR data corroborates thi s theory. 

The purpose of this study was to determine a threshold brightness temp-

erature which can be used to detect oceanic precipitation and to use 

this temperature to calculate seasonal mean precipitation frequencies 

for the oceans. 

Because the seasonal mean freezing level is zonal in character 

(Figure 12), zonal mean freezing levels (Figure 13, Table 3) were 

combined with the brightness temperature-rainfall rate curves of Wi1heit 

et~. (1975) (Figure 6) to yield zonal threshold temperatures for the 

detection of five rainfall rates (Figure 14, Table 4). 

The algorithm for calculating precipitation frequencies is the 

following. For each oceanic 50 latitude-longitude square between 300N 

and 300S the brightness temperature data from the CBT Tapes are first 

corrected for scan angle with the correction listed in Table 2 and then 

---------------------------------------------------------------
* In the above-mentioned analysis program, data for two adjacent 

beam positions were combined. Thus the correction is actually an aver
age for the two beam positions and the same correction is applied to 
each beam position. 
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TABLE 2 

Scan Angle Correction Temperatures 
(To be subtracted from CBT Tape data) 

Beam Nominal Temperature Correction (K) 
Positi ons Scan Angles Noon Midnight 

(degrees) 

15-16 -29.2 & -27.9 2.7 0.8 
17-18 -26.6 & -25.3 1.0 -2.5 
19-20 -24.1 & -22.8 -1. 2 -4.4 
21-22 -21.6 & -20.4 0.1 -2.5 
23-24 -19.2 & -18.0 1.0 -1.2 
25-26 -16.8 & -15.6 0.8 -1. 1 
27-28 -14.4 & -13.2 0.0 -2.1 
29-30 -12.1 & -10.9 0.8 -1.2 
31-32 -9.7 & -8.6 -0.1 -2.4 
33-34 -7.4 & -6.3 -1. 3 -3.5 
35-36 -5.1 & -4.0 -0.9 -4.1 
37-38 -2.9 & -1.7 O. 1 -5.3 
39-40 -0.6 & 0.6 0.0 -5.8 
41-42 1. 7 & 2.9 0.4 -4.9 
43-44 4.0 & 5.1 -1.4 -3.8 
45-46 6.3 & 7.4 -0.9 -2.4 
47-48 8.6 & 9.7 1.2 -1.7 
49-50 10.9 & 12.1 1.0 -1.0 
51-52 13.2 & 14.4 -0.3 -2.1 
53-54 15.6 & 16.8 1.0 -0.6 
55-56 18.0 & 19.2 1.9 -0.1 
57-58 20.4 & 21.6 2.2 -0.2 
59-60 22.8 & 24.1 3.2 -1.4 
61-62 25.3 & 26.6 3.3 0.1 
63-64 27.9 & 29.2 1.9 0.4 
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ZONAL MEAN FREEZING LEVEL (km) 
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Figure 13. Zonal mean freezing levels for the season December-January
February. (After Dart and Rasmussen, 1971 and Taljaard et ~., 1969) 
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TABLE 3 

Zonal Mean Freezing Levels for the Season 
Oecember-January-February. (After Oort 

and Rassmussen, 1971; and Taljaard et ~., 1969) 

Zone 

300S - 250S 

250S - 200S 

200S - 15°5 

15°5 - 100S 

100S - 50S 

50S - EQ 

EQ - 50 N 

50 N - lOoN 

lOoN - 150 N 

150 N - 200 N 

200 N - 250 N 

250 N - 300 N 

Mean Freezing 
Level (km) 

4.48 

4.71 

4.84 

4.89 

4.87 

4.86 

4.86 

4.88 

4.81 

4.58 

4.13 

3.50 
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Figure 14. Zonal 1.55 cm threshold brightness temperatures for the 
detection of oceanic precipitation during the season 
December-January-February. 



Zone 

300S - 250S 

250S - 200S 

200S - 150S 

150S - 100S 

100S - 50S 

50S - EQ 

EQ - 50N 

50 N - lOoN 

lOoN - 150N 

150N - 200N 

200N - 250N 

250N - 300N 

30 

TABLE 4 

1.55 cm Zonal Threshold Brightness Temperatures 
For the Detection of Oceanic Precipitation 
During the Season December-January-February 

Threshold Brightness Temperature (K) 

0.25_1 mm hr 
0.5 1 

mm hr-
1.0 1 

mm hr-
2.5 1 

mm hr-

176.6 178.8 183.6 198.4 

180.0 182.5 187.3 202.3 

181. 9 184.5 189.4 204.7 

182.6 185.4 190.3 205.7 

182.4 185.0 189.9 205.3 

182.2 184.9 189.8 205.1 

182.2 184.9 189.8 205.1 

182.5 185.2 190. 1 205.5 

181. 5 184.1 188.9 204.2 

178.1 180.4 185.2 200.0 

171.4 173.4 178.2 192.9 

162.7 164.6 169.4 184.0 

5.0 1 
mm hr-

222.1 

225.5 

227.1 

227.7 

227.5 

227.4 

227.4 

227.6 

226.8 

223.6 

216.3 

205.2 
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are compared with the threshold temperatures listed in Table 4. Only 

data with scan angles between ± 300 from nadir are used. The number of 

observations which lie above each of the threshold temperatures is re

corded along with the total number of observations, midnight and noon 

observations being kept separate. The results are presented and dis

cussed in the next chapter. 



4.0 RESULTS 

4.1 Tropical Oceanic Precipitation Frequency 

Figure 15 shows the frequency, in percentage of observations, of 

oceanic precipitation for the season December 1972 through February 

1973 based on the assumption that the 0.25 mm hr-1 brightness tempera-

tures in Table 4 represent the rain - no rain threshold temperatures. 

(The noon and midnight frequencies have been averaged.) Several expect

ed characteristics of oceanic precipitation are readily apparent: 

1. Narrow convergence zones extending around the earth near the 
equator. 

2. Dry eastern oceans. 

3. The splitting of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in 
the mid-Pacific and a tendancy for such splitting in the west
ern Atlantic. 

4. A mid-Pacific maximum in precipitation frequency (23% in the 
50 latitude-longitude square centered at 7.50S, 172.50W.) 

These results may be compared with the data of McDonald (1938) who 

compiled 50 years of ship log weather observations taken at Greenwich 

noon. A portion of his Chart 95 is shown in Figure 16. Although 

McDonald found generally higher frequencies, the overall agreement is 

good. His maximum frequency is approximately 30% at 70S, 1630 E. More 

recently Taylor (1973) has compiled An Atlas of Pacific Islands Rainfall, 

which gives an indication of oceanic precipitation frequencies, (see 

below). Figure 17 shows the mean January precipitation in millimeters. 

The contours are very similar to those of Figure 15; but, again, the 

Pacific precipitation maximum during the season December 1972 through 

February 1973 was approximately 200 east of its normal position. 

C.S. Ramage (1975) points out, however, that December 1972 through 

February 1973 was an anomalous period in the tropical Pacific (if not 
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Figure 15. Frequency of precipitation (in percent of observations) for the season December 1972 
through February 1973 as derived from Nimbus 5 ESMR data. (The noon and midnight 
frequencies have been averaged). 
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Figure 16. Frequency of precipitation (in percent of observations) for the season December~January
February from ship observations taken at Greenwich noon. (After McDonald, 1938). 
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in the entire world). In this study of the 1972-1973 El Nino, Ramage 

calculated the frequency of highly reflective clouds from National 

Environmental Satellite Service daily digitized visible cloud pictures 

(Figures 18 and 19). Although the connection between visible cloud 

brightness and precipitation is much less clear physically than that 

between microwave brightness temperature and precipitation, Figures 

18 and 19 show that the cloudiness distribution in December 1972 (the 

contours of which closely resemble the contours of precipitation 

frequency found in this study) are rather different from the more 

normal distribution in December 1971. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, wind, by causing foam formation on the 

sea surface, can increase the microwave brightness tempe'rature and 

bias precipitation frequency measurements. An estimate of the magni-

tude of this problem can be obtained from Figure 20 which shows the 

frequency of Beaufort force 7 (15.5 m s-l) or higher winds at Greenwich 

noon in January (after McDonald, 1938). Throughout most of the tropical 

oceans there does not seem to be frequent enough wind to significantly 

bias the results of this study. However, the northwest oceans seem to 

have more frequent winds, t~us the precipitation frequencies for those 

areas may be overestimated. 

Using the other threshold temperatures in Table 4, one can investi

gate the frequencies of occurrence of various rainfall intensities. 

Figures 21 through 23 were constructed by stratifying thE! data using 

0.25 mm hr- l as the threshold for light rain, 1.0 mm hr-1 for moderate 

rain, and 2.5 mm hr- l for heavy rain. (Again, noon and midnight fre

quencies were averaged.) This stratification places appr'oximately one 

third of the total rain observations in each category. Generally the 



Figure 18. Frequency of highly reflective clouds for December 1971. (After Ramage, 1975) 
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Figure 19. Frequency of highly reflective clouds for December 1972. (After Ramage, 1975) 
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Figure 21. Frequency of light precipitation for the season December 1972 through February 1973. 
(The noon and midnight frequencies have been averaged). 
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Figure 22. Frequency of moderate precipitation for the season December 1972 through February 
1973. (The noon and midnight frequencies have been averaged). 
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through February 1973. (The noon and midnight frequencies have 
been averaged). 
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contours in these three figures follow those in Figure 15, indicating 

that in the tropics the fraction of rainfall occurrences in the light, 

moderate, and heavy categories does not vary much from place to place; 

thus precipitation amount is proportional to precipitation frequency. 

4.2 Day-Night Variation 

One of the most interesting problems in oceanic precipitation re

search is the determination of its diurnal variation which, if it were 

known, would provide important information about the operation of the 

troposphere. Although the technique for precipitation determination 

used in this study is experimental, and although the data are available 

at only two local times (1130 and 2330), some insight into the diurnal 

variation of oceanic precipitation frequency can be gained. Figures 

24 and 25 show the frequencies of noon and midnight precipitation 

(using the 0.25 rrm hr- l thresholds). The similarity in the bm fi9ures 

indicates that there is no large difference in the frequencies of noon 

and midnight precipitation. Table 5 shows the ratio of the noon precip

itation frequency' (D) to the sum of D and the midnight precipitation 

frequency (N) for both dry and wet oceanic regions between 200 N and 

300S. The generally small difference between noon and midnight pre

cipitation frequEncy is consistent with the results of Lavoie (1963) and 

Jacobson and Gray (1976) who analyzed precipitation data from small 

tropical islands and found an early morning maximum, a late afternoon 

minimum and little difference between noon and midnight. It is inter

esting, however, that in both wet and dry regions, higher rainfall 

rates tend to occur more often near local noon than near local midnight. 
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Figure 24. Frequency of precipitation near local noon for the season 
December 1972 through February 1973. 
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TABLE 5 

Fraction of the Total of Noon and Midnight 
Precipitation Events Occuring nBar Local 

Noon in Oceanic Regions Between 20 Nand 3005 

D~N (%) 

Rainfall Category Dry Regions 
(0-5%)* 

Wet Regions 
(5-100%)* 

All Regions 
(0-100%)* 

Light Rain 47 

Moderate Rain 48 

Heavy Rain 49 

Very Heavy Rain H - 53 

All rain 49 

* Precipitation frequencies 

50 

52 

54 

61 

52 

48 

49 

51 

57 

50 

** Defined by the 5.0 rmn hr-1 threshold temperatures in Table 4 
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Tropical oceanic precipitation frequencies have been obtained from 

Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer Data with thE! use of theoret

ical threshold brightness temperatures. The generally good agreement 

between the results of this study and both climatological precipitation 

frequency and frequencies of highly reflective clouds from concurrent 

visible satellite data indicate that passive microwave Y'adiometry from 

satellites can be a valuable tool in the determination of oceanic pre-

cipitation. 

For the period 22 December 1972 through February 1973 it was 

found that: 

1. Tropical oceanic precipitation is organized into rather narrow 
convergence zones near the equator. The subtropical and east
ern oceans are relatively dry. 

2. The difference between local noon and local midnight preclpl
tation frequencies is small, but heavier rainfall rates tend 
to occur more frequently near local noon. 

3. The ratios of light, moderate, and heavy precipitation fre
quencies seem to vary only slightly throughout tropical oceanic 
regions. 
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APPENDIX I 

EMITTANCE OF A PLANE WATER SURFACE 

Jackson (1962) calculates the amplitude of a plane electomagnetic 

wave which has been reflected from the interface between two dielectrics. 

His argument is easily extended to the case where the lower dielectric 

has a complex dielectric constant (a lossy dielectric). Suppose that 

the upper and lower dielectrics have permeabilities ~ and ~' and dielec-

tric constants K and K', respectively. The indicies of refraction are 

then 
n = I~K (assumed to be real) 

n'=vV7=y-jA 

A useful quantity may be defined as 

where i ;s the angle of incidence (measured from the normal to the 

interface). 

Snell's Law becomes 

sin r _ n 
sin i - ~ 

where r is the angle of refraction. 

(Al) 

(A2) 

(A4) 

If Eo is the amplitude of the electric field in the incident wave, 

Eo' that for the refracted wave (at the surface of the lossy dielectric), 

and Eo" that of the reflected wave, we have for horizontally polarized 

radiation, 
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P = -1:..( tan i 
- 111 tan r + j~ sec i sec r) 

nns 

E I 

0=2 
~ l+P 

E II 

o l-P = 
~ l+P 

For vertically polarized radiation, 

q = ~ (sin 2i + 2j~~ sin r cos ;) 
II S 

EOI _ n 2sin2i 
~ - n; . sin2r+q 

E II 

~ = g-sin2r 
Eo q+sin2r 

For normal incidence (i=o), both polarizations reduce to 

E I 
o _ 2n 

-E - - nl+n 
o 

E II o _ nl-n 
-E - - nl+n 

o 

The emittance is given by 

E II 2 

€ = 1-1 E: I 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(An 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(A10) 

(All ) 

(A12) 

(A13) 
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The above applies to any plane surface; one simply needs to use 

the appropriate permeabilities and dielectric constants. For water, 

Westwater (1972) gives 

(A14) 

where 

K = 4.5 
00 

KO = 321~5.45 - 29.62 (A15) 

l0910As = 921 r0935 - 2.9014 (A16) 

and n = 0.02 

T is expressed in Kelvin, and A in centimeters. Using (A14) in (A13) 

and assuming that 

Kair = ~air = ~water = (All) 

gives the values in Figures 4 and 5. 
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